From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

22 March 200716:08

RE: FYI Media Monitoring: Barbados

Thanks, well spotted - this is the aviation spill as included in the recent 'Use your profit to clean up
your mess'. So at least it's not a 'new' issue; nevertheless, Donovan may well latch onto it. Please
keep a watch out for developments.
The $500 million claim will probably appear in the more specific list of demands we expect at the
AGM.
Thanks

-----Original Messaoe----From:
Sent:
l.2 March 2007 15:44

To:
Cc:
Subject:

FYI Media Monlroring: Barbados

I noticed this on the Donovan site. It is in reSDonse to
for a law suit against Shell (Not sure who ~
Barbados - but I couldn't find anything specific).

CJ

request for individuals to contact the site if they have grounds
is - I googled him and he seems to be related to

Interesting to see if this is another issue Mr Donovan tries to promote.

Do you have grounds for a lawsuit against Shell? Have you. your firm or family been cheated or injured by
Shell?
<http://royaldutchshellplc.com/2007 /02/09/ do-you- have-grounds- for-a-lawsuit -against-shell-have- you- yourfirm -or-family-been-cheated -or-injured -by-shell/>
March 21st, 2007 23:45

~

For 13 years now Southern Farmers a group of Black farmers in the great island of Barbados in the
West Indies have been fighting SHELL ANTILLES LTD, a subsidiary of Shell Petroleum over an
underground leak which has contaminated a 186 acres of our glorious island, including our water
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irrigation not to mention our soil which is prime agricultural

land.

No doubt people have died of cancer within this promixity after eating contaminated fruit and veg.
Inconclusive research shows a high propensity for cancerous diseases in the area and in the general
island.
Over 30 farmers continue to lobby for financial compensation
this Leviathan.

but we need international

help to fight

Please, if you can offer precious resources in the form of information, legal or any othe.r help we are
willing to pay for any assistance on completion of this matter whether through open litigation or outof-court financial settlement.
After 13 years, we are asking for a settlement to the tune of $500 million USD from SHELL ...
Please help us!!!
Terence M. Blackett

r.
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